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Design Series   

4-Slice Toaster 
 

All new Design Series 4 slot toasters 
from Dualit combine ergonomics and 

aesthetics in a brand new way. With 

our trademark longevity and 
functionality, you'll be toasting what 

you like, how you like it. The toaster 
not only boasts a contemporary 

industrial-inspired look with clean, smooth curves but benefits from intuitive and 
reliable functionality. Each Design Series toaster features panels that can be changed 

by the user - a truly unique and imaginative development. 
 

� Commercial grade elements: this is a pop-up toaster with elements that 
work hard enough to keep up in a commercial kitchen at home, office or a 

restaurant. 
� Interchangeable panels: with a wide variety of colors and designs, the 

Design Series can be modified to suit changing tastes. 
� Peek & Pop® function: unique to Dualit, this feature allows you to check on 

your bread without stopping it toasting. 

� Pure geometric lines: this toaster’s form is mathematically harmonious, it 
echoes the fact that geometry is vital to design and build. 

� Extra wide slots: for chunky bread and more – combine with our sandwich 
cage accessory and no job is too tough. 

� Bagel and bun warming facility: allows the option of toasting both sides or if 
you prefer just to crisp the insides of your bagel or bun. 

� Defrost function: a better crunch as you won’t need to rely on toasting 
straight when the bread or bagel is frozen. 

� Comes with the following variety of color panel options: 

      
 

Product Specification 

Model: Black & Stainless Steel 

Model Number: 46555 

UPC:  619743465559  

Toasting capacity: 120 slices per hour 

Loading: 1800 watt, 110 US Volt 

Unit dimensions: 11 x 11.5 x 8.1 inches  

Unit weight: 7 lbs 

 

 
 




